Phrasing: Use "" to lock a phrase together e.g. "water consumption"

Wildcards: The asterisk (*) represents any group of characters, including no character
E.G. Ecolog* retrieves ‘ecology’ as well as ‘ecological’
The question mark (?) represents any single character,
E.G. wom?n matches woman or women
The dollar sign ($) represents zero or one character
E.G colo$r matches color as well as colour

Word variants are automatic in Title and Topic search UNLESS you use a phrase search or use truncation so beware!
**SCOPUS**

**search tips**

**Phrasing:** Use "" to lock a ‘fuzzy’ phrase together (includes lemmatization)
Use {} to lock an exact phrase together

**Wildcards:** The asterisk (*) represents any group of characters, including no character.
E.G. Ecolog* retrieves ‘ecology’ as well as ‘ecological’
The question mark (?) represents any single character,
E.G. wom?n matches woman or women

**Lemmatization/word variants** is automatic except in exact phrasing {]